Style tips to pair up Denims this season

Gunjan Karmakar, DGM in Denim Design, Flying Machine has given style tips to pair up your denims
this season and keep your trend game strong.

Style Tip #1 Show your man ankles.
Try the coolest new trend in denim fits. Slim fitted jeans these days have a cropped length that’s urban,
playful and trendy and real easy to go with your plain colored T-shirt and trendy white sneakers.
Style Tip #2 Cuff your skinny jeans.
The 80’s fun time is back. Roll-up your skinny jeans and be a dude. Excess jeans length going under your
shoes is not in trend now. Instead, roll them up or give them two neat folds which would be a perfect
relaxed look for this summer.
Style Tip #3 Skinny is the new cool.
Loose jeans is completely out of trend and long gone and forgotten. Get into skinny fit jeans paired with
a slim fit shirt and loafers. This look would be perfect for an evening with friends or family. So, sit back
and relax or run off and dance!
Style Tip #4 Joggers Jeans.
For those who are the athletic types and still don’t want to part ways with their jeans, Joggers is the
answer. These jeans are made in a special knitted denim that has the comfort of knit pants and the DNA
of a jeans. They have elasticated bottom and a relaxed fit around the thighs for the active soul inside
you. Pair them up with a cool T-shirt to up your cool quotient.
Style Tip #5 Black is here to stay.
Black jeans are never out of fashion. With athleisure fashion taking center stage, black jeans in all its
shades are the “Must Haves” for this season. Go Funky, Go Black.
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